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Don't mean to be a negative nancy, but I **really**, really, dislike this trend of some

Punjabi artists in the West now churning out artwork by making their own "covers"

of popular magazines with photos from the protests.

Lot of genuine problems with this
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For one, when these are shared on social media, the image is what captures attention, not the caption - a LOT of people are 

sharing these in groupchats/posting online with the assumption that they're real. Have had to correct some of my fam in



India saying it's just artwork

This just adds to general misinformation, which is really not ideal at a time when we see coordinated efforts to spread that -

the facts should stand out above all

Secondly, this gives really easy currency to those saying that farmers are protesting the bills because they're

unknowledgeable; some Indian media outlets have already scored points off the National Geographic cover, "fact checking

it", and inferring all info is as such.

Another problem is a lot of the "headlines" are lifted from other news stories - for example, the Rolling Stone "cover" literally

copied the headline of IP Singh's great article (covered here). Give coverage to the people actually writing these stories!

https://t.co/NtgREE0rhF

From facing hate propaganda for around a decade and half, which started soon after Partition and made people

disown their mother tongue during census of 1951 and 1961, #Punjabi has now emerged as the language of

resistance during the current #Farmers movement. pic.twitter.com/o2z7B7lYNj

— I P Singh (@ipsinghTOI) January 13, 2021

These are my main substantive problems, but I also have a more of a meta-critique; I dislike the draw of such covers on an

artistic level in the first place.

Is a movement only validated if it's covered in a magazine for Western audiences?

We're already seeing protestors take their narrative into their own hands with their own newspaper and independent

journalists equipped with nothing more than a phone pushing out crucial information; so why do we still crave that Western

validation? What purpose does it serve?

There's a whole world out there, with multitudes of topics to cover and politics to discuss. Sikhs, IMO, need to stop

demanding tokenized representation in the mainstream as if it's owed to them and write their own narratives as they see fit

National Geographic ran a spread on the Green Revolution's ills in Punjab and I remember as a kid it was like two worlds

colliding; I followed NatGeo for my "NatGeo interests", but this one article satiated my "Punjab interests". But they don't owe

that to you and they shouldn't.

On that note, I think a great example of Punjabis/Sikhs in the West owning their own narrative and telling their own stories is

going to be this initiative - I hope it can get as much traction as these covers did, as there'll be a lot to engage with:

https://t.co/LpGafXQZ3Y

This is going live tomorrow, by the way! 

 

If the past week, and today, has shown us anything it's that being able to share the lived experience and perspective
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of diaspora Sikhs is critical to the global conversation. https://t.co/O1S3aH4iys

— Jaskaran Singh Sandhu (@JaskaranSandhu_) January 17, 2021
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